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   Tribes, Seth Godin (2008) 
 

 A tribe is a group of people connected to one another, 
a leader, and an idea. They need a shared interest and a way to 
communicate. People want connection, growth and something 
new. They want change. You can’t have a tribe without a 
leader—and you can’t be a leader without a tribe. Human be-
ings can’t help it: we need to belong. Being in a tribe is part of 
how we see ourselves. We want to belong not to just one tribe, 
but to many. And if you give us tools and make it easy, we’ll 
keep joining. Tribes make our lives better. And leading a tribe 
is the best life of all. 
 Geography used to be important. But now, the inter-
net eliminates geography. Now there are more tribes, smaller 
tribes, influential tribes, horizontal and vertical tribes, and 
tribes that could never have existed before. A movement is 
thrilling. It’s the work of many people, all connected, all seek-
ing something better. Generous, authentic leadership will al-
ways defeat the selfish efforts of someone doing it just be-
cause she can.  
 Tribes are about faith—about belief in an idea and a 
community. And they are grounded in respect and admiration 
for the leader of the tribe and other members. Belief is a bril-
liant strategy. Many realize that working on things they be-
lieve in is much more satisfying than just getting a paycheck.  
 Fear of change is built into most organisms, because 
change is the first sign of risk. Heretics are the new leaders 
who challenge the status quo, get out in front of their tribes 
and create movements. Leadership is about creating change 
that you believe in. Leaders have followers and make change. 
Alternately, managers have employees and make widgets. 
They use the authority a factory gives them. Leaders use pas-
sion and ideas as opposed to threats and bureaucracy. Great 
leaders create movements by empowering the tribe to com-
municate. They establish the foundation for people to make 
connections. The collapse of East Germany was the gradual 
but inexorable work and growth of the tribe, a loosely coordi-
nated movement of activists that gained in force until it 
couldn’t be stopped. 
 Marketing is the act of telling stories about the things 
we make—stories that sell and spread. It is about engaging 
with the tribe and delivering products and services with stories 
that spread. The rush away from average stuff and stability is a 
huge opportunity for you. Marketers must earn the right to 
deliver messages to people who want to get them. But tribes 
go much further because there are also messages that go from 
member to member, and back to the leader as well. The Grate-
ful Dead created concerts to allow people not to just hear their 
music, but to hear it together.  

 All tribes are made up of partisans, the more partisan 
the better. Partisans want to make a difference; they want 
something to happen. Few of the top 50 charities during the 
last 40 years have changed because donors didn’t want to take 
risks. But the new rule: If you want to grow, find those willing 
to join you or believe in you or donate to you or support you--
those looking for something new. 
 It takes only a shared interest and a way to communi-
cate to turn a group of people into a tribe. Communication can 
be leader to tribe, tribe to leader, tribe member to member, and 
tribe member to outsider. A bigger tribe equals a better tribe. 
Unlike the residue of stuff, tribal connections you can create 
with leadership grow; they don’t fade.  
 Movements have a narrative that tells a story about 
who we are and the future we’re trying to build; a connection 
between and among the leader and the tribe; and something to 
do. A crowd is a tribe without a leader or communication. 
Most organizations market to the crowd. Smart organizations 
assemble the tribe. They are longer lasting and more effective. 
If you want us to follow you, don’t be boring.  
 Management often works to maintain a stable envi-
ronment, to build reliability and predictability, cut costs, and 
make a profit. But almost everything that is standard is now 
viewed as mediocre.  
 A thousand fans, true fans, form a tribe. Too many 
organizations care about numbers, not fans. True fans, though, 
are hard to find and precious. They demand generosity and 
bravery. Laura Fitton has built trust as a consultant and 
worldwide speaker by consistently touching a tribe of people 
with generosity and insight. She’s earned the right to lead. 
Blogs and Twitter and other tools will come and go. Tactics 
are irrelevant. Every day it gets easier to tighten the relation-
ship you have with the people who choose to follow you.   
Leaders lead when they help the tribe connect to itself. 
 Creating products and services that are remarkable is 
fun. Doing work that’s fun is engaging. So, making things that 
are successful is a great way to spend your time. Initiative= 
happiness. Those around you are ready to follow if you’re 
ready to lead. Most of us like the absence of responsibility that 
a factory job can give. Organizations enable us to create com-
plex products, but they don’t have to be factories anymore. 
Factories are easily outsourced anyway.  
 So, if tribes reward innovation…and if initiators are 
happier… then why doesn’t everyone do it? Because of fear. 
The idea that wins is the one with the most fearless heretic 
behind it. The Peter Principle: in every organization many 
people rise to the level at which they become paralyzed with 
fear. The essence of leadership is being aware of your fear. 
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Awareness is the key to progress. When you are leading a 
tribe, the benefits increase, the work gets easier, and the re-
sults are more obvious. People aren’t afraid of failure. They 
fear blame and criticism.  
 Great leaders focus on the tribe and only the tribe and 
on tightening the tribe. A tribe that communicates with more 
speed and emotion is a tribe that thrives. Internet companies 
have taken the original idea behind blogs and amplified it into 
a set of tools that anyone can use to tighten a tribe. Discomfort 
creates the leverage that makes leadership worthwhile. People 
eagerly engage when they want something to improve. This 
microleadership is essential to the health of your organization. 
Leaders figure out how to step into vacuums and create mo-
tion. They work hard to generate movement. The tribe grows 
because individuals proudly segregate themselves and speak 
up on behalf of the tribe, simultaneously recruiting and hazing 
new members.  
 You begin to realize that the safest thing you can do 
feels risky and the riskiest thing you can do is play it safe. The 
tribe’s worldview matches the message you’re sending. People 
are most easily led where they want to go and are increasingly 
voluntary. Individuals have far more power than ever in histo-
ry. The only thing holding you back from becoming the kind 
of person who changes things is the lack of faith. Burning her-
etics isn’t particularly effective any longer.  
 Tribes can sniff out why someone is asking for their 
attention. Leaders get their compensation from watching the 
tribe thrive. Those who succeed most often do it because of 
what they can do for the tribe. The top of the pyramid isn’t the 
top anymore because the streets are where the action is. 
 Faith is the unstated component in the work of a 
leader. Faith leads to hope and overcomes fear. Religion at its 
worst reinforces the status quo, often at the expense of our 
faith. They have a religion at the country club as well. An en-
tire generation of professional women won’t join these clubs, 
which are going to fade and blow away soon.  
 The reason it’s so difficult to have a considered con-
versation about religion is that people feel threatened. Faith is 
the cornerstone that keeps organizations together. Heretics 
challenge a given religion, but do it from a very strong foun-
dation of faith. A third of all Americans have left the religion 
they grew up with, but few have lost faith.  
 When you lead without compensation, sacrifice with-
out guarantees and take risks because you believe, you 
demonstrate your faith in the tribe and its mission. Change is 
made by people, by leaders proud to be called heretics because 
their faith is never in question.   
 Sheepwalking is the outcome of hiring people raised 
to be obedient and giving them brain-dead jobs and enough 
fear to keep them in line. Training a student to be a sheep is 

much easier than the alternative. Teaching to the test, ensuring 
compliant behavior, and using fear as a motivator are the easi-
est ways to get a kid through school. And many organizations 
seek people who color inside the lines, who demonstrate con-
sistency and compliance. The biggest steps toward change 
come from those who teach or hire and embrace nonsheep 
behavior, that both reward and cherish it. Isn’t it sad when we 
have a job where we spend 2 weeks avoiding tasks we have to 
do 50 weeks a year? 
 To create a micro-movement: publish a manifesto. 
Give it away and make it easy to spread far and wide. Make it 
easy for followers to connect with you and with one another. 
Money is not the point of the movement. Track your progress.  
 Transparency is your only option. Your movement 
needs to be bigger than you. Movements that grow, thrive. 
Movements are most clear when compared to the status quo. 
Exclude outsiders but don’t tear others down. Tribes are the 
most effective media channels ever, but they’re not for sale or 
rent. Tribes don’t do what you want; they do what they want.  
 Isaac Newton was totally wrong about alchemy, the 
branch of science he spent most of his career on. Steve Jobs 
was wrong about the Apple III, the NeXT computer, and New-
ton. But you know the rest. The secret is being willing to be 
wrong, that it isn’t fatal. The secret of leadership--do what you 
believe in. Paint a picture of the future. Go there. People will 
follow.  
 We start formal organizations when it’s cheaper than 
leading a tribe. The new economy changes because transaction 
costs fall fast while the costs of formal organizations (office, 
benefits, management) keep increasing. I despair for most of 
the top 50 nonprofits in the US. They rarely change and are 
stuck. The internet is not a replacement for direct mail fund-
raising. It is something much bigger than that for most non-
profits. The idea of “I gave at the office” speaks to obligation, 
to those who donate to satisfy a guilty feeling. It doesn’t scale. 
The big win is in turning donors into patrons, activists and 
participants. Growth doesn’t come from persuading loyal 
members of other tribes to join you. Begin instead with pas-
sionate individuals who haven’t been embraced by other tribes 
yet.  
  Managers are cynical pessimists because they’ve 
seen it before and believe they’ve already done it as well as it 
can be done. Caring is the key emotion at the center of the 
tribe. If no one cares, there is no tribe. It you don’t care—
really and deeply care—you can’t possible lead. Being char-
ismatic doesn’t make you a leader. Being a leader makes you 
charismatic. Without people pushing against your quest, it’s 
unlikely to be worth the journey. Persist. Improvements hap-
pen a bit at a time, not as grand-slam home runs. If your or-
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ganization requires success before commitment, it will never 
have either.  
 Tactics of leadership are easy. The art is the difficult 
part, accomplished only by those with authentic generosity 
and a visceral connection to their tribe. Real leaders don’t care 
about getting credit. If it’s about spreading the faith, seeing 
something happen, not only do you not care about credit, you 
actually want others to take credit. You can’t lead without 
knowledge or imagination. People don’t believe what you tell 
them. They rarely believe what you show them. They often 
believe what their friends tell them. They always believe what 
they tell themselves. Leaders give people stories they can tell 
themselves—stories about the future and about change.  
 
[We need to belong. Being in a tribe is part of how we see 
ourselves. They make our lives better. Marketing is the act of 
telling stories about the things we make—stories that sell and 
spread. Leaders give people stories they can tell themselves. 
Great leaders focus on the tribe. When you lead without com-
pensation, sacrifice without guarantees and take risks because 
you believe, you demonstrate your faith in the tribe and its 
mission. Caring is the key emotion at the center of the tribe.] 


